Position: OPERATIONAL ANALYST & PLANNER
CFM Engineering is currently recruiting for members to join our team in the National Capital region. We
are looking for candidates who possess backgrounds in information Operations, Psychological
Operations, Civil Affairs, Public Affairs, Cyber Operation, Space Operations, and Intelligence Operations.
Also we are seeking professionals with 12 years or more experiences in planning strategy operations.
FA29, FA30, FA35a, FA37, FA38, and FA59.
Background:
We provide intelligence analysis advisory and assistance services on adversary activity, capability, and
intent. Also assistance with strategic all-source and open source analysis of intelligence and publically
information to include information advantage planning, integration, requirements development,
creation, briefing, writing, editing, gathering data, cataloging, technologies, evaluation, and
management.
Personnel Qualifications:
1.

12 or more year experience with formal training by IC or service all source intelligence analysis and tactical targeting
operations. All or some personnel must possess 12 year of more verifiable management or PMP and professional
experience leading production in IC, knowledge, understanding, and expertise utilizing, R, Python, Lucky, COLISEUN,
TAC, I-SPACE, Recorded future, Tableau, Babel street, Zignal, Silo, Scrawwl, LocateX, Echosec, Personnel must in the
st
1 60 days get OSINT level I certification through USAF. Also have 12 years or more experience writing, editing,
publishing finished, serialized strategic intelligence analysis at the national level and IC product at all level ODNI
standards and joint services operational and IC.

2.

Bachelor or higher degree in relevant fields: political science, history or military history or science, political science,
regional studies, data science, data analytics, psychology, international affairs, and computer science.

3.

12 or more year experience demonstrated knowledge, understanding, and expertise utilizing current intelligence
databases, and demonstrated various current data-driven and traditional analytic methodologies. Also demonstrated
in-depth expertise in psychological, cultural, data mining, research analysis, IO planning operations, human influence
factors, profiling, network analysis, social media analysis, and vulnerability assessments.

4.

12 or more years in targeting and analysis of competition/information environment, great power competitors
capabilities, intent and activities, emerging threats to US, adversary reaction or interpretation operations, public data,
narrative within US/DOD policy, EO, IC directives. Also develop and validation of key intelligence questions for
intelligence support to OIE-ISOIE-CDRL.

5.

12 or more years assisting with new and existing product, recommendation, emerging technologies, and data-driven
analytics and methodologies.

6.

12 or more years production-using ICD 203, ICD 206, and others IC standards.

7.

12 or more years producing and briefing all source intelligence analysis support to all senior executive or general
within joint force and IC forums.

8.

12 or more years in policy develop and implementation of information proponent requirements with high quality
technical writing, editorial, document development. Prepare, produced, created, generated, and delivered in a
performance task order to be approved through US representative.

9.

Security requirement-TS-SCI
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